
RpM Team – A9 Official Requirements 
 
Welcome everybody! We are glad to open new official requirements to join 

us, the RpM Team (Racing Pro Members), in Asphalt 9! 

 

RpM team was born in 2013 in Asphalt 8 and since then it has been one of 

the best teams over the years and among many different clubs.  

We are one of the 4 officially recognized teams in the game and we have a 
designed official logo to distinguish ourselves from the others. 

  

We play in both Android and iOS; on Windows we are under the “Legion 

United” so, right now, the requirements are valid only in Android and iOS. 

 

If you think you can become one of the best Asphalt 9 players and you are 

willing to dedicate yourself in the growth of our team, we would like to have 

you in our team!  

 

But first, as we receive many requests everyday, you must ensure us you 

deserve the RpM tag in front of your name. To prove us, here are the 
requirements to pass if you want to become an RpM player. 

 

Keep in mind that we really want skilled players in our team so we don’t 

focus only in the club season reputation because for us the leaderboard in 

Time Limited Events (TLEs) is equally important. For this reason we propose 

you 2 different ways to join us depending on the type of player you 

are! 
 
 



REQUIREMENTS (to join) 
A minimum level of reputation is required to join and now it is set to:  

Min Reputation = 30 

1. SEASON REPUTATION WAY (For MP players) 
If you love playing all the day (especially MP) we appreciate that and 

we propose you this season reputation condition to join us: 

 

- 3000 reputation points daily if your reputation is above 60 OR 

2000 reputation points daily if it is under 60. [Certificated with 

screenshots BEFORE joining] 

AND 

- At least 5 times a top 100 placement in the global events in the 

last 4 weeks (Regional cups won’t be counted). [Certificated with 

screenshots BEFORE joining] 

 

2.  TLE WAY (For TLEs players) 
If you prefer playing few times a day and concentrate yourself more 

in good placements in the events, don’t worry, we consider also this 

type of player and we propose you this condition based on top 

placements: 

 

- At least 5 times a top 25 placement OR at least 3 times a top 10 

in the global events in the last 4 weeks (Regional cups won’t be 

counted). [Certificated with screenshots BEFORE joining] 

AND 

- 1500 reputation points daily if your reputation is above 60 OR 

1000 reputation points daily if it is under 60. [Certificated with 

screenshots BEFORE joining] 



The two conditions are mandatory in both ways to join.  

To certificate them just 

-  take screenshots of your FINAL placements for the TLE part  

AND 

- the total season reputation at the END of the season. 

 

It is appreciated if you are able to record a run and send us when you 

apply to join in order to check your legitimacy. 

 

UPGRADE AND DOWNGRADE 

 
When you pass the requirements, you immediately join the RpM Team B, 

which means you are an official RpM player but still you have to show us 

your abilities, skills and dedication while an RpM member.  

 

We understand that real life is more important and takes a lot of time so 

once an RpM, you will have always the tag despite the amount of time you 

invest on the game, but if you want to have the official logo and be in the 

top RpM Team (let’s call it RpM Team A), you just need to follow the next 

instructions.  
 

 

Each club season, 2 players of the main team will get a 

downgrade to RpM Team B and 2 players of the second team 

will get an upgrade to RpM Team A.  

 

Admins will take care of the decision. 



The reasons to proceed in this way are many: 

- We want to keep constant sane competition between our 

teammates. 

- Inactive players don’t get reputation points, essential for good club 

rewards. 

- Players who deserve top team are more prone to give their best. 

- Each club can have at most 20 players so in this way we can extend 

to 40 for each platform and if necessary, expand with a C team. 

 

In addition to the TLE performance, we would also like to know you our 

andriod Club performance in the  previous season with a screenshot. Picture 

was taken a day before the season ended. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Contacts in the next page 

 



CONTACTS 
For any questions/queries feel free to contact the respective leader of your 

platform (Hangouts, Discord, Google Plus, Instagram, Twitter or YouTube). 

 

Android:  

Justin Washington (RpM_Justin) 

Maracasa H. (RpM_Maracasa)  

Mush (RpM_Mush) 

 

iOS:  

Alex Letizia (RpM_Alex)  

RpM_Jig (Jignesh) 

RpM_Jake 

RpM_Pulsar 

 

Windows:  

Moad (RpM_Moad) 
 

OR, YOU CAN SEND YOUR APPLICATION TO: 

asphalt8rpmteam@gmail.com 
 


